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The purpose of this document is to assist in designing an effective greywater irrigation system using 

the Aquifer Pipe. We are introducing some key new concepts along the way and addressing procedur-

al changes to irrigation. Target audience are Landscape Designers and Commercial Developers, but 

practices can be used for home owners  

AQUIFER PIPE IRRIGATION CATEGORY INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
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Summary: 

Just as the drip irrigation category requires a new way of managing irrigation, the Aquifer Pipe irriga-

tion category is going to require dramatic changes in how irrigation is managed. The key concept is that 

the Aquifer Pipe category is creating a suspended virtual water table at a desired depth. The virtual wa-

ter table enables the creation of a sizeable moisture plume (2 feet high and 4 feet wide).  Plants feed 

from this moisture plume and not directly from the pipe. 





Potable Water vs. Greywater:  

Potable water is always pressurized; and, the calculated volume of water distributed is based on water 

pressure, the size of the emitting orifice and the length of time a valve is open.  A lot of focus is on distribu-

tion uniformity for maximum efficiency. 

Greywater is randomly generated throughout the day as different sources are used. Greywater volume is 

sporadic; therefore, an irrigation system is sized to over irrigate. Since water efficiency is already at 100% 

when water is reused, a greywater system over irrigates. If greywater irrigation was calculated for maxi-

mum efficiency, there would be times of the day or year where make-up potable water would be required, 

thus defeating the goal of net zero water foot print on landscaping. 

Greywater Use Law (California): 

California Plumbing Code 16a states: Greywater should not be pressurized, that the public should not come 

in contract with greywater or puddling of greywater, that greywater should be applied below ground, and 

that greywater should not be stored. 

 



  GRAYWATER TYPES  Clean 

Factor 

  Description  10 = 

very 

clean 

 Air 

Conditioned 

Condensation from air conditioner, Atmospheric water 

collected on the chilling coils. Very clean discharged wa-

ter. 

 10 

 Office  

Bathroom 

Sink 

Very homogenous water output. Soup type can be con-

trolled, Very little pouring of unknow substance in bath-

room sinks. 

 9 

 Residential 

Bath &  

Shower 

Large volume of water that disperses soap and personal 

products. 

 6 

 Residential 

Bathroom 

Sink 

Large volume of standard water, but chances of pouring 

of old medicines and other products. Educational pro-

cesses  to tenants to use kitchen sink for pouring of 

harmful plant solutions. 

 5 

 Residential 

Laundry 

Nice volume of water; can educate to use ecofriendly 

products. Large volume of fibers that need filtration 

 4 

 Laundromat Large volume of water; great for large landscapes and 

turf areas. Can educate to use ecofriendly products, but 

limited control. Large volume of fibers that need filtra-

tion 

 3 

 Industrial 

Waste Water  

Large volume of water; great for large landscapes and 

turf areas like parks. Homogenous in nature so cleaning 

water to useable quality is achievable.  

 4 



New Terminology:  

Moisture Zone:  With traditional irrigation, the 

design is focused around water distribution. 

With the Aquifer Pipe, the focus in on moisture 

plume zones. 

Moisture Plume Zone (MPZ):  This is the area 

that is ideal for plants roots.  It is important to 

note that roots do not feed from the Aquifer 

Pipe directly; they feed from the moisture plume 

zone that is created above the pipe. This allows 

for placing the Aquifer Pipe out of range of trees 

and shrubs roots physical reach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gravity Equalization Flow: Water is allowed to 

flow unpressurized into a water chamber. As 

long as the water chamber is level, the water 

will flow naturally along the whole length of the 

chamber until it is distributed equally.  

Capillary Movement: Water will wick up and to the side 

because it is a law of nature (adhesion and cohesion).  Ad-

hesion is where water molecules are attracted to other ele-

ment ions that pull the water toward these other ele-

ments; Cohesion is the tendency of  water molecules to 

stay together, this is why water creates semi-round drops 

on a surface (try it). Cohesion also pulls along other water 

molecules toward the adhesion action. The movement by 

adhesion and cohesion is the capillary movement of water, 

vertical and lateral, which defies gravitational forces until 

the ions are equalized.  



Installing: 

 

Native Soil Only: Changing the composite of the soil with additives changes and lowers the capillary effi-

ciencies of the moisture plume, lateral and vertical. 

 

Key is only  disturb the soil area where the Aquifer Pipe will be buried, leaving the other area between the 

Aquifer Pipes undisturbed. The undisturbed soil will have the ability to wick water by capillary action more 

effectively, since the capillary channels have not been broken.  



Leveling: The Aquifer Pipe is designed to be buried at zero grade under the ground. This encourages a 

leveling flow over the  length of the pipe. There are three (3) ways to achieve a level installation:  

 

 

 

1) Using a leveling tool, laid on the pipe 

2) Leveling the pipe by adding water when exposed, the water level will show high and low points.  

3) For long distances (over 100 feet), using a Soil Max plow and gps software. This combination can  

keep a grade within three  (3) centimeters over a distances of one (1) mile long. Great for large turf 

areas such as parks or sports fields.  

 Special Note:  Since all irrigation is applied underground, the landscape 

turf can be used at anytime.  



Placement: 

 

Key concept: plant roots feed from the moisture zone and not directly from the Aquifer Pipe. Roots 

will stay in the moisture zone, since it provides the ideal growing environment, and will avoid the sat-

urated zone, due to 

the large concentra-

tion of liquid (water 

pruning).  The pipe is 

placed approximate-

ly 12 to 18 inches 

from the root zone 

of the plants.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rule of thumb: 

Turf should be placed 12 to 18 

inches below the surface and 

3 feet on center  

 

Shrubs should be placed 24 

inches below the surface and  

to the side of the shrubs . 

 

Trees should be placed 36” to 

48” below the surface and 

120” from the trunk, using 6” 

pipe  profile with length of 10’ 

minimum (20’ if storm water 

diversion is used for soil water 

banking).  

                                             Only native soil should be back filled for both the base and onto of the pipe. 
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Geotextiles: 

 

Geotextile should be avoided when using greywater below level 5 cleanness. Soap scum, lint and other greywater quality 

components will eventually clog the pours of the geotextile.  

Soil intrusion into the Aquifer Pipes ¼ inch orifice holes is expected, but will be limited once the saturated soil has a 

chance to coagulate with water cohesion.  Any soil that does enter into the water transport chamber does not affect the 

water flow, since soil is a porous material.  

 

Soil types: 

 

Each native soil will have different capillary properties; and, it is common to have different native soil types on one pro-

ject. Sandy soils will have less capillary lift and lateral movement. 

Clayish will have the greatest capillary lift and lateral movement.  (missing image – will create one) 

 

Soil inversion layers is where the moisture plume will resist moving from one soil type to the next soil type due to soil 

properties differential. This will occur when soil changes composition dramatically, either naturally or by adding a differ-

ent soil profile to the project site.  

 

Soil amendments are discouraged. Instead, the introduction of microbial fungi that can correct the problems and provide 

for a living, active plant soil is encouraged. The Aquifer Pipe provides an ideal long lasting, moist environment for the 

microbial fungi to thrive. 



Irrigation Cycles: 

When using potable water, avoiding water loss by soil evaporation by extending the  days between 

irrigation cycles. 

 

Conception Change: 

 

The aquifer pipe is an always-charged system, meaning that water / saturated soil is always present 

within the pipe channel. 

 

When irrigating, the pipe is fully flushed / charged (like filling a water bottle), after which it is allowed 

to seep into the shrouding area, creating the moisture plume height.  The plume is created over  an 

hour or two depending on the soil type, more water can be added after the hour to increase the mois-

ture height and water volume in the soil.  

 

When using greywater, a round robin of 20 gallons is used 

to flush each zone. The first 20 gallons will be directed to 

Zone 1, the next 20 gallons to Zone 2, etc.  This continues 

until all the zones are cycled through and then the process 

is repeated.   

 

 

 

 

Why over water? Greywater is sporadically delivered to the irrigation system after 1st use like shower-

ing, not like pressurized potable water that can be delivered anytime during the day when needed.  The 

overall goal is to keep the landscape green and lush without adding potable water. NET ZERO WATER 

LANDSCAPE. 



Application Setup Options for Greywater 

 
For each irrigation project, there are a few items to consider: 

1st)  Gravity flow is the idea path for greywater distribution. As long as the height of the water source is at 

 least one (1) foot above the distribution pipe, the flow can reach 300’ or more in distance. 

2nd)   If the distance has elevation changes, a booster pump will be required to get the greywater to the  

 Aquifer Pipe zone. Existing sprinkler pipe that is being replaced can be used for the distribution in 

 most cases. Adding a surge tank and booster pump will increase project costs by $2,000 to $3,500, 

 depending on the size of the area requiring irrigation. 

3rd)   Zones are the same as with a pressurized system. We provide zone diverter equipment that manages 

 zones in groups of six (6).   

4th)   If the greywater has a high percentage of non-water material, then a pre-filter will be required. (This  

 applies to greywater clean factor 5 to 0) 

5th) Use the full allowable water allocation ETo for the region to determine greywater needs. If potable 

 water is use with a pressurized system then ETo can follow government regulations for drip irrigation 

 volumes. (see future installation guild for potable water subsurface systems) 

Putting It All Together: 

Next few drawings are detail installation images 

Drawing 1) is an air chiller water irrigation system with no pump.  

Drawing 2) is an air chiller water irrigation system with a pump.  



Drawing 1) is a direct greywater water irrigation system with no surge tank or pump.  Directly feeding into 

the landscape from greywater source. Perfect when there is a steady source or greywater.  Air condition 

units or office building sinks. 

 

Drawing 2) uses a surge tank to manage large income flows such as showers and laundry. This configuration 

is also needed if greywater need to be pump uphill or long distance.  Building code will be needed for the 

pumping of greywater. Key is to keep the system operating at low pressures.   
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DYI-Laundry Greywater Surge Tank 











We have provided the fundamentals on integrating a greywater irrigation system.  We recognize 

that creative landscape architects will push the boundaries on creative configurations and ask that 

you reach out to us with any questions or needs you have for your designs.   

S O L U T I O N S    F O R    A    T H I R S T Y    W O R D 

12020 Centralia Road, Unit D,      Hawaiian Gardens,        California, 90716 

213-985-4122    -      www.Grey4Green.com    -       Info@Grey4Green.com 


